
EAST LANSING -- An international student brought 
forth a formal complaint against ‘the’ Michigan State 
University last Tuesday for “misleading him” about the 
nature of his fraternity.  Markos Panagopoulos, who hails 
from the Epirus region of Greece, does not feel that his 
experience in the Omicron Mu Gamma fraternity has 
been at all what he was promised.  In fact, he hasn’t 
enjoyed a single keftedakia, souvlaki, or decent olive 
tray since he arrived in the US last August.  The only 
spanakopita ever served in the frat house came out of 
a frozen box from Trader Joes.  

“This… this is not what I thought joining these guys 
meant,” spluttered an outraged Panagopoulos to the 
Lansing State Journal.  He explains that during his fresh-
man orientation, he was bombarded with potential 
organizations to join.  “Bowling Club, Physics Society, 
sure, there were all those things.  But there was an 
Indian Students’ Association, a Malaysian League, the 
Korean Culture Assembly… naturally, I decided to join 
Greek Life.  But this?  This is not Greek life.” 

Among the numerous complaints filed by Mr. Panagop-
oulos were:

Inappropriate use of togas
Lack of trips to white sand beaches
Distressing shortage of lamb-based food
Lousy wine
People saying ‘omni-cron’
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The United States Department of Justice has officially 
sent a proposal to the English Royal Family for the trade 
of a cannibalistic rat-infested ocean liner for the unruly 
teenager Justin Bieber. The proposal came to light af-
ter Bieber’s most recent arrests. Attorney General Eric 
Holder told the press, “this kid has just caused nothing 
but problems since coming to this country and since I 
can’t technically ban him from the country, we did the 
second best thing, trading him to another country for 
an ocean liner full of cannibalistic rats!”

Critics have been hailing Holder’s move as revolu-
tionary. Many in the press have been up in arms ever 
since Bieber’s arrest on January 23rd following a night 
of drunken drag racing with rented cars in the streets 
of Miami. “It’s ridiculous what he’s doing,” one mom 
of teenage daughters told The Bull, “he used to be so 
cute with all of his songs and his hair flips, but now he’s 
gone all bad boy and I can no longer let my daughters 
listen to him! Hopefully sending him to Great Brittan will 
straighten him out like those One Direction boys. Now 
that’s a group of boys I can get behind! [whispers qui-
etly] or let them get behind me…”

Even Bieber’s management is behind Holder’s move to 
the surprise of many critics. “Europe is great!” Bieber’s 
manager told The Bull. “There’s basically no drinking 
age, so he can’t get MIPs, everything’s in Pounds so 
we get more cash for concerts, and who doesn’t love 
those accents!?”

However popular the decision may be, there are still 
many critics of the plan, citing many technical issues 
that the DOJ may have overlooked. Among the plans 
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greatest critics are sites like TMZ and the E! network. “Let’s be honest here, 
if you’ve ever looked at our “news” it’s pretty much 60% crazy things that 
Bieber did last night somewhere. With him moving overseas that means we’ll 
have to relocate an entire team overseas. You know how much that will cost? 
Way more than we can afford.”

Perhaps the most surprising fact of the move is the lack of out roar over an 
entire ship full of cannibalistic rats entering one of the most crowded ports in 
the country. “This boat is literally full of rats that have had nothing to eat for the 
past few months than the bodies of the other rats. These things are out for 
blood and could possibly attack and kill anyone who may get within reach 
of the vessel.” Holder told the press. “However, we feel like this is a fair trade 
for a Canadian teenager who just can’t control himself in public.”

While the American public awaits a decision from the Royal Family, it has been 
suggested that the general public stocks up with rat poison for either our 
possible rat overlords or for Bieber’s 20th birthday in March.
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He also was quick to point out that his frat brothers’ girlfriends watching ‘My 
Big Fat Greek Wedding’ and the remake of ‘Mama Mia’ did not make matters 
any better.  “This Greek Life has nothing Greek about it at all!” he raged on 
Facebook.

MSU cultural sensitivity officers have noted Panagopoulous’ complaint and 
will consider forming another student organization based on actual Greek 
people doing traditionally Greek things.  However, they are at a loss for what 
to call it --  “Greek Organization”, “Greek Association,” and “Greek”-anything 
can almost universally be misconstrued for fraternity/sorority life.

In the meanwhile, Panagopoulos has started making the motions to drop out 
of Omicron Mu Gamma in favor of being a TA for an introductory Greek class.  
“I have this accent and can speak this beautiful language,”  he shrugged.  “I 
might as well use it to get laid instead of made to guard some stupid rock 
and paint ‘omni-cron’ all over it.”
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